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ABSTRACT 
Two sets of (n X n) stochastic matrices -the Sarymsakov class K, and the class of 
almost scrambling r~atl-lltvs C4 c K-are shown to be semigroups under multiplica- 
tion. The set C, contains the well-known semigroup of scrambling matrices, G,. 
Since, as with C&, membership of ~2, and K can be checked from the zero pattern of 
the stochastic matrix, the results elucidate the roles of the classes K and G, in the 
theory sf ergo&city of products of stochastic matrices. 
1. 
In the theory of ~on~o~o~e~eous Mark 
coding (information, probabilistic automaton) 
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I963), it is important to identify sets n X n stochastic matrices in which each 
matrix in the generated semigroup is regular (i.e. has a single eigenvalue of 
modulus unity). Further, it is desirable to be able to check membership of 
such a set from the zero pattern of an individual matrix. One now well-known 
set of this kind is G,, the set of scrambling matrices, defined by the 
condition that no two rows of P E G, are orthogonal, i.e., any two rows of P 
intersect (Hajnal, 1958; Seneta, 1981). Here and in the sequel we use the 
terminology and notation of Seneta (1979, Section 4) which also contains a 
concise review of the background. 
For an n X n stochastic matrix P =(p$j,,, j is called a (one-stage) 
consequent of i if pij > 0; let F(B) be the set of consequent indices of 
B c{l,2,..., n}. A set of n X n stochastic matrices K (G, c K) introduced by 
Sarymsakov (1961) may conveniently be redefined (Seneta, 1979) as follows: 
P E K if for any two disjoint nonempty subsets A, A of its indices (states), 
either F(A)n F(d) # 0, or F(A)n F(A)= 0 and #(F(A)U F(i))> 
#(A U A). It is then readily shown (Seneta, 1979, 1981) that a product of 
n - 1 matrices from K is scrambling. More recently, Rhodius (1988) has 
considered the set G, of “almost scrambling” stochastic matrices character- 
ized by the condition that for any two rows i, j, either there is at least one 
column k with ptk > 0, pjk > 0, or in one of the rows the ith and jth entries 
are both greater than zero. Clearly G, c G,; and Rhodius shows that G, c K. 
One of the major areas of study in nonhomogeneous Markov chains, the 
transition matrices being P,, PZ, . . . , is that of finding conditions under which 
a chain is weakly ergodic. A basic technique-for doing this is to establish that 
all finite prodruts Pr+ l l l l P, _r-k are regular and then require some condition 
on the size of the entries in the transition matrices, such as minfSj + p,,(k) 2 
6 > 0 for all k. Thus, in looking for sets of stochastic matrices which can be 
used in forming weakly ergodic chains, we need to find subsets of regular 
stochastic matrices which form semigroups. In this paper we show that K 
and G, are two such semigroups. 
2. RESULTS 
It is useful to begin with an alternative characterization of the Sary- 
msakov class K of (n X n) stochastic matrices P. 
LEMMA. A stochastic matrix P is in K if and only if for any nonempty 
subset C of {I,&. . . , n) satisfying #F(C) < #C the following holds: if B is 
any proper nonempty subset of C, then F(B)n F(C - B) # 0. 
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Proof. If P E K, and B and C are as above, then either F(B)n F(@ - 
B)#IZI,orF(B)nEQ~-B)=0and#(F(B)UF(~-B))>#(Bu(a=-B)). 
Since F(B)U F(C-B)= F(C) and B U(C-B)=c, the second possibility 
is precluded by the supposition #F(C) < #C. 
Conversely, assume that P satisfies the “only if” part of the statement of 
the Lemma. Let A and A be disjoint nonempty subsets of {1,2,.  . , n}, and 
let C = A U A", so i = C - A. Either #F(C) < #C, in which case (with A 
playing the role of B) F(A)n FCC - A)= F(A)n F(d)+ 0; or #F(C)> 
#C, i.e. #(F(A)U F(A))> #(A U AI). Thus either F(A)n F(A)+ 0; or 
F(A)n F(A)=0 and #(F(A)U F(A))> #(AU A), i.e. P E K. A 
In the sequel we write F,(A) for the set of one-step consequents under P 
of the set A. 
THEOREM 1. 1’ Pl and P2 E K, then PI P2 E K. 
Proof. Let C be any nonempty subset of {1,2,. . , n) satisfying 
#Fp,p$C) < #C. Then two cases are possible: 
Case 1. #Fp$C)< #C. Since P, E K, by the Lemma #Fp$C) < #C 
implies that if B is any proper nonempty subset of C, then FP,C B) n F,,$C - 
B)+ 0. Thus Fp+$B)n Fp,p$C - B)= FPp(F@))n Fp,j Fp,(C - B))z 
FPP(F@n FPl(C - B))+ 0. 
Case 2. #Fp(C)> #C. We have #Fp,p$C) < #C < #F,I(C), i.e. 
#F,,$F&C)) < #F,{(Z). Since Pz E K, by the Lemma, if D is a proper 
nonempty subset of Fp$C), then Fpe( D)n F& Fp$C)- DXCI- D) Z 0. 
Now, suppose B is a proper nonempty subset of C. Two subcases are now 
possibIe. On the one hand, if F,,(B) n Fp$C -- B) - 0, then F&B) is a 
proper nonempty subset, of Fp$C) and Fp,(C - B) = F,,(C) - F&B). Thus 
putting D = F&3), we have Fp$Fpl(B))n Fp$FplfC - B)) + 0. On the other 
hand, if F&B)n FP,(C - B) # 0, the same conclusion follows as in case 1. 
THEOREM 2. of P, and P2 E G4, then PIP2 E G,. 
Proof. write P, = {pi;)}, P2 = (pi;‘), and P, Pz = ( pjf*2)}. Consider arbi- 
trary row indices r, j where i # j. 
If rows i, j intersect in P,, they clearly intersect under P, P2. 
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If rows i, j don’t intersect in P,, then since P, E G, 
p!f’ > 0, pi;’ > 0, and p$’ > 0 0) 
or 
p$’ > 0, pjl) > 0, and pii’ > 0 (2) 
for some index k f i, j. We may assume that (1) holds. Then either 6) rows j 
and k intersect under Pz (in which case rows i and j intersect under P, P,), 
or (ii) rows j and k don’t intersect under Pz. 
In situation (ii) two subcases are possible, since Pz E G,: 
(A) pi;’ > 0, p$) > 0, pi? = 0, pi? = 0, 
(B) pi;’ = 0, pi;‘= 0, pi? > 0, pi? > 0. 
Further, either rows i, k intersect under Pz, in which case rows i, j intersect 
under P, P,; or not, in which case two subcases are possible: 
(A’) pf’ > 0, pii’ > 0, pi;’ = 0, p@ = 0; 
(Es’) pf’ = 0, p$) = 0, pi;’ > 0, pg! > 0. 
All that remains to be considered is the four possible combinations of (A),(B) 
with (A’),(B’) in the presence of (1): 
“hs in all. cases under I$,b),, either rows i and f intersect, or one of 
them has both i, f entries positive. Thus P, P2 0 
The fol~uwin~ stochastic matrices show that for n 3 3, G4 is 8 proper 
-I- 0 -I- 0 l ** 0 
0 + 0 0 l ** 0 
+ + + + ‘** +. 
*............,...*..,. 
+ + + + ‘*- + 
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